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THE PRESIDENT, BOARD OF TRUSTEES . ADMINISTRATION, 
AND STAFF CONGRATULATE YOU ON THIS VERY SPECIAL 
DAY .• TODAY'S COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE IS THE 
CULMINATION OF YOUR HARD WORK AND 
INTELLECTUAL EFFORT, WHICH SUCH SHOULD BE DULY 
NOTED AND PUBLICLY RECOGNIZED . • MAY ALL YOUR 
DREAMS AND WISHES BRING FORTH A PROSPEROUS 





National Car Rental Center 
Sunrise, Florida 
Sunday, the Fifth of May, Two Thousand Two 
Four o'clock in the Afternoon 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Marshal 
Candidates for the Bachelor's Degree 






ORDER OF EXERCISES 
Prelude 
* Processional 
Crown Imperial (1937) ...................................................................... Walton 
Convening the Commencement .... .................. ................. . Grand Marshal David H. Rush 
Member, Board of Trustees 
* The National Anthem ........................................................... Francis Scott Key 
Presiding Officer. ........................................................................... Ray Ferrero, Jr. 
President, Nova Southeastern University 
Introductions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ronald Chenail 
Assistant to the President for Academic Affairs 
Welcome ............... ......... .......................................................... Norma M. Goonen 
Dean, Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies 
Opening Remarks ........................................................................... Ray Ferrero, Jr. 
Presentation of Outstanding Achievement A wards ............................... Norma M. Goonen 
* 
Presented by ..... ........ ..... ........... ......... .............................. ... Don Rosenblum 
Casey J. Boscoe 
Melisa Oliva 
Behavioral Sciences 
Maria M. Dias 
Associate Dean, Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies 
Diksha Mehan 
Jennifer Lynn Whitesel 
Liberal Arts 
Noah Gintis 
Kimberly Robin Starman 
Business Administration 
Sunil Hasmukh Patel 
Math, Science, and Technology 
Zoe H. Leal 
Kelly M. Phillips 
Education 
Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony. 
-Address on Behalf of the Graduates ........................................................ Casey Boscoe 
Class of '02, Behavioral Sciences 
Presentation of The James Farquhar Award ........................................ Norma M. Goonen 
Presented by ...................................................................... Don Rosenblum 
Awarded to Leyda Margarita Su Ham 
Math, Science, and Technology 
Conferral of Honorary Degree ............. ...... .. ... . ................. . ................ Ray Ferrero, Jf. 
Doctorate of Humane Letters 
Awarded to Roger Wilkins 
Introduction of Commencement Speaker ..... . ....... . ... . ................. . ........ ... Ray Ferrero, Jf. 
Commencement Address ......... ... ............... ................. . .. . .. ........... . ...... Roger Wilkins 
George Mason University 
Presentation of Graduates .............................................................. Norma M. Goonen 
Conferral of Degrees ....................................................................... Ray Ferrero, Jr. 
Farewell .. .......................... . ............ .. ... . ..... . .. ........................ . ... Norma M. Goonen 
Dismissal of the Commencement ...................................... Grand Marshal David H. Rush 
* Recessional 
Epic March ... ... ...................... ..... . .. ..... .. ....... .............. ............ Ireland 
* Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony. 















FARQUHAR CENTER FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 
NORMA M. GOONEN, Ed.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LIBERAL ARTS 
BEN MULVEY, Ph.D., Director 
HUMANITIES 
Lila Sherie Brinkmann ..................................................................................................................... Margate, Florida 
Allison Piranio ........................................................................................................................................ Davie, Florida 
Jennifer Lynn Whitesel ......................................................................................................................... Davie, Florida 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
LIBERAL ARTS 
BEN MULVEY, Ph.D., Director 
GENERAL STUDIES 
Brenda G. Disorbo ............................................................................................................................ Tamarac, Florida 
LEGAL STUDIES 
Jessica Barriel .......................... Hollywood, Florida Andrea Dean Hall ................. North Lauderdale, Florida 
Heather L. Bevan ............................. Davie, Florida Jesus V. Leal ............................................ Tampa, Florida 
Ruth Elaine Carey .......... Pembroke Pines, Florida Marcia V. Mateo ...................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Losa P. Constant .................. Miami Lakes, Florida Diksha Mehan .......................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Aimee Marie Fernandez ............... Weston, Florida Shelly Patrice Morgan .......... North Lauderdale, Florida 
Michelle S. Friedman ............... Hollywood, Florida Cynthia Quinones .................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Spencer L. Gaines .................... Plantation, Florida Jedd Michael Soto ........................... Cooper City, Florida 
Marcus L. Gallo ...................... Kenosha, Wisconsin Maria S. Triglia ................................. Hollywood, Florida 
Sonali Garg ....................................... Davie, Florida Mary Valladares .................. North Lauderdale, Florida 
Betty Jones Goosens ................ Hollywood, Florida Heather Lynn Zyjewski.. .......................... Davie, Florida 
[.~---
-
BEHA VI ORAL SCIENCES 
ALLAN H. SCHULMAN, Ph.D., Director 
ApPLIED PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
Emilio A. Alarcon ...................... Plantation, Florida Diane Howard .................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Jennifer Babiarz ............................... Miami, Florida Angela D. Love ........................... Plantation, Florida 
Khrystyna Bednarchyk ............. Hollywood, Florida Patricia W. Love .................... North Miami, Florida 
Carl H. Blot ................................... Miramar, Florida Jesus Mendoza ....................... Miami Lakes, Florida 
Kirsy C. Espejo ................................ Miami, Florida Gwendolyn Denise Moorer .......... Miramar, Florida 
Tanisha Fransheska Fields ............. Sunrise, Florida Claudeious Nalls ................... Riviera Beach, Florida 
Arlene Wexler Finkelstein ......... Plantation, Florida Carol Newberry ............... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Lisa Fredda ....................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Kayleen Quinones .............. White Plains, New York 
Leonard Garcia ................................ Miami, Florida Diana Santantonio ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Maritza Garcia-Mendoza .................. Davie, Florida Claudia Zuluaga-Oakvik .. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Maggie C. Guard ................... Corpus Christi, Texas 
COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
Robyn E. Mantilia ...................................................................................................... Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, Florida 
PARALEGAL STUDIES 
Gerardo D. Alvareda ........ Pembroke Pines, Florida Karin M. Moore ................................. Davie, Florida 
Allison Nicole Biancardo ................... Davie, Florida Nerlin Ontivero .................................. Davie, Florida 
Casey J. Boscoe ................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Sandra R. O'Reggio Dewar ............. Miami, Florida 
Marina Antonnette Brown ................ Davie, Florida Cindee R. Rodier ........................... Margate, Florida 
Antuane M. Carneiro ................ Plantation, Florida Rosa E. Ros ........................ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Frantz Coles ................... North Lauderdale, Florida Odette E. Salgado ............................. Miami, Florida 
Christa Lyn Corey ................... Cooper City, Florida John K. Sawyer ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Dixie Lee DeBonis ............ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Germaine I. Smith ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Michelle Diaz .................................... Miami, Florida Amparo M. Sosa ............................. Hialeah, Florida 
Ana M. Dominguez-Herrick ... Cooper City, Florida Cary L. Walowitz ....................... Hol/ywood, Florida 
Jamie B. Goldman .......................... Sunrise, Florida Karen L. Warmuth ............................ Davie, Florida 
Jennifer L. Kolm .................. ......... Tamarac, Florida Samantha B. Wilson-Smith ............... Davie, Florida 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Virginia Abel ............................ Hollywood, Florida Gladys M. Blumenstine ............. Aventura, Florida 
Stephanie J. Adams ............... Jacksonville, Florida I1rhana L. Boggan-Reynolds ..... Ft. Laud., Florida 
Ellen R. Aguiar ........................... Pompano, Florida Cheryl L. Bond ................ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Latifah A. Akram ........................... Tampa, Florida Elsa M. Bonilla ................ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Desiree Alvarez ................................. Davie, Florida Luis E. Cabrera .......................... Parkland, Florida 
Vilma L. Aponte ............. Plantation Acres, Florida Magdiel Cardona ............ Pompano Beach, Florida 
Elizabeth M. Attard .................... Miramar, Florida Katherine Tatiana Casimis .......... Sunrise, Florida 
Bernadette Ayers ........................... Strasburg, Ohio Brandi Lynne Causey ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Sara A. Babrove .......................... Miramar, Florida Lisa Marie H. Cayne .................. Parkland, Florida 
Jonette Ann Baker ........................... Davie, Florida Albertine V. Cohen ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Barbe Anne Bartlett ............... Boca Raton, Florida Jennifer E. Conner ............. Oakland Park, Florida 
Anne I. Bartley ....... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Crystal T. Darville .......................... Miami, Florida 
Kayann Baugh .......................... Plantation, Florida Adrienne J. DeLoera ............. Middleburg, Florida 
Winston D. Benjamin .................. Miramar, Florida 
Donna E. Edwards .......... Lauderhill Lakes, Florida Cynthia D. Oliver .......................... Miramar, Florida 
Jennifer Marie Elkowitz ............ Hollywood, Florida Jennifer Anne Payne ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Jennifer Erin Ellis .............................. Davie, Florida Tanzania K. Pinder .... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Melissa D. Fallows ........... Solana Beach, California Michelle L. Polins ............................ Sunrise, Florida 
Ebony Lesle Farrington ............ Hallandale, Florida Doriann L. Randle ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Nicole M. Fitzgerald .................. Plantation, Florida Erin Marie Reeves ............................. Davie, Florida 
Karen Ann Gioia .......................... Parkland, Florida Christopher P. Rose ............... North Miami, Florida 
Kettelie Glenn ................. West Palm Beach, Florida Christopher R. Rowse ...... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Evelyn Gonzalez ............................. Hialeah, Florida Donna M. E. Russell ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Yimali Gonzalez ................................. Davie, Florida Natalie Shakara Rust. ................... Miramar, Florida 
Angelina Celine Grasso ..................... Davie, Florida Erin Kathleen Ryan ................ Jacksonville, Florida 
Christina L. Graves ........................... Davie, Florida Gloria Esther Santana ............... Plantation, Florida 
Angela L. Hainsworth .... North Lauderdale, Florida Carolle Schmidt ............................... Naples, Florida 
Suzanne T. Hicks ............................... Davie, Florida Dina L. Schneck ......... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Salima S. Hirani .............................. Tucker, Georgia Karen Lisa Schneider ........................ Davie, Florida 
G. Michael Howard ................... Plantation, Florida Elida M. Segrera ............... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Jamie A. Howe ................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Darlene Shipman ..................... Cooper City, Florida 
Sanela M. Jakovljevic ................... Tamarac, Florida Karen I. Shoemaker ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Danize Jean-Simo ............................. Miami, Florida Sherrilla Therese Simmons .... Jacksonville, Florida 
Jeremiah Johnson .............. Daytona Beach, Florida Kenneth W. Simpson ................. Plantation, Florida 
Ross D. Kaplan ................................ Sunrise, Florida Andrea Lynn Skelding .............. Plantation, Florida 
Kellie A. Kelleher ............ Stoughton, Massachusetts Salena Sheri Smashum ........... Jacksonville, Florida 
Inger Kirkeleit .................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Maurice D. Smith ........... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
Anne Kothe ......................................... Davie, Florida Jennifer Amy Solomon ................... Sunrise, Florida 
Jaimie M. Krause ............................... Davie, Florida Elia M. Solorzano .............................. Dania, Florida 
Rachel Lafortune ............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Annette Harris Spencer ............ Opa Locka, Florida 
Alexandra Lamour ....................... Miramar, Florida Dorthea A. Stafirn ................. Loxahatchee, Florida 
Kay L. Lilly ....................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Denise Jean Stockdale ....................... Davie, Florida 
Ana E. Lorenzo .............................. Hialeah, Florida Shawn M. Strong .................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Sherry G. Maddox .................. Jacksonville, Florida Jennifer A. Sturgis ........... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Christina L. Malpica ................. Plantation, Florida Summer Y. Stutsman .................... Tamarac, Florida 
Elizabeth C. Manning ........................ Davie, Florida Kathleen J. Tacovell .......................... Davie, Florida 
Carl-Frantz Milo Martin .............. Margate, Florida Brandon A. Thompson ........... Jacksonville, Florida 
Zulma N. Martinez ............................ Davie, Florida Monica Toro ............................. Cooper City, Florida 
Dorothy J. McClure-Ware ............. Sunrise, Florida Dawn R. Valentino ................ Coral Springs, Florida 
Nancy McNally ...................... Delray Beach, Florida Samantha Wall ................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Richie Meadows ...................... Jacksonville, Florida Tanisha L. Warnos-Smith ................. Davie, Florida 
Carol Ann Melican ................. Jacksonville, Florida Luz A. Waterston ........................... Hialeah, Florida 
Margo Miller ......................... Coral Springs, Florida John Bryan Watford .................. Hollywood, Florida 
Deborah Louise Morgan .......... Hallandale, Florida Stephanie M. Westbrook ........... Plantation, Florida 
Patrice Colleen Morris ................. Miramar, Florida Lori K. Wheaton ........................ Plantation, Florida 
Sean D. Murray .......................... Holland, Michigan Misty Michelle White ......................... Davie, Florida 
Annette M. Novela ..................... Plantation, Florida Gary A. Williams .............. Durham, North Carolina 
Melisa Oliva ................................ Hollywood, Florida Jason Matthew Zorn ............ Delray Beach, Florida 
MATH, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGY 
NAOMI D'ALESSIO, Ph.D., Director 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Roman P. Calderon ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Reynaldo Moya .......................... Hollywood, Florida 
Patrick Casimir .............. North Lauderdale, Florida Joseph M. Noelien ............................ Miami, Florida 
Nicole Melissa Chiodo ....... Boynton Beach, Florida Donald A. Phillips ................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Steve C. Drake .......................... Boca Raton, Florida Krisn Ramcharitar .................... Hollywood, Florida 
Eddy A. Frances ............................. Hialeah, Florida Anoual Sainte ........................ Delray Beach, Florida 
Corinna Frank .......................... Immokalee, Florida Charlton D. Skinner ................ Cooper City, Florida 
Noah S. Gintis ........................... Boca Raton, Florida James Sturgill .................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Joshua K. Goossen ............................. Davie, Florida Scott N. Taylor ................... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Raymond D. Hicks ..................... Hollywood, Florida Danny S. Torres .............................. Sunrise, Florida 
Dennis Dee Mize .............................. Sunrise, Florida Fred T. Valenti .............................. Margate, Florida 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Denis L. Edwards ... Montgomery Village, Maryland Edward Alex Nelson ................. Hallandale, Florida 
Shawn M. Edwards .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Keith D. Paulk ............................ Lauderhill, Florida 
Adam J. Glass ................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Tamara C. Pierre ....................... Hollywood, Florida 
Phillip Andrew Guerra .............. Plantation, Florida Shirley Robles ............. North Miami Beach, Florida 
Giknarongpol Hathamontol.. ... Weatherford, Texas Jeannie C. St. Louis ......................... Miami, Florida 
Alejandro Herrera ........................... Miami, Florida Marcelo Sakai.. ................................ Weston, Florida 
Enael M. James ............................. Miramar, Florida Marilyn Sanabria ....................... Plantation, Florida 
Billy D. Koontz .............................. Margate, Florida Gloria E. Walsh ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Kai L. Ling ......................................... Davie, Florida Elizabeth Marie Wardlaw ......... Plantation, Florida 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES/ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
David James Caplivski .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Carolyn Janet Qubeck ....................... Davie, Florida 
Jessica Ann Owen ............ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Sherly Theodore ............................ Miramar, Florida 
LIFE SCIENCES 
Delcine A. Abraham ................ Cooper City, Florida Jen Sun Joseph, Jr ... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 
Alison K. Balkan .................. Chino Hills, California Sarah Anne Kennedy ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Stephanie Ann Cruz ................ Cooper City, Florida Sarah A. Neumann ........... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
BIOLOGY 
Affifa A. Ahmed ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Noelle Marie Barrera ............... Cooper City, Florida 
Angel F. AIi ......................................... Davie, Florida Jennifer A. Beasley ............................ Davie, Florida 
Renukha Arjoon ......... North Miami Beach, Florida Amalfi Blanco ................................... Miami, Florida 














Alicia M. Cadenas ............ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Jenelle B. Olson ........................ Lake Worth, Florida 
Jennifer R. Chapman .................. Parkland, Florida Kinna Bian Patel .......................... Titusville, Florida 
Mindi A. Childers ............ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Ravi Dilip Patel ................. Orchard Park, New York 
Megan Patricia Connors ................... Davie, Florida Sunil Hasmukh Patel ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Michael A. Davis ................................ Davie, Florida Jose V. Perez ................................... Hialeah, Florida 
Dwayne M. Dayal.. ........................ Miramar, Florida Trisha K. Persad ..................... Trinidad and Tobago 
Craig Steven Dean ..................... Plantation, Florida Robby M. Rabi.. ............................. Orlando, Florida 
Marcia E. Durity ........................ Plantation, Florida Sherrill C. Ramsahai ............ Scarborough, Canada 
Eric J. Eiselman ......................... Hollywood, Florida Alma Gabriela Regnault ................ Weston, Florida 
Claudia P. Escobar ....................... Tamarac, Florida Jennifer Marie Ridenoure ...... Jacksonville, Florida 
Michelle Arlene Ferreira .............. Tamarac, Florida Gretel Rodriguez .............................. Miami, Florida 
Leon S. Gedeon .......................... Hollywood, Florida Alyssa G. Rosenstrauch ........... Cooper City, Florida 
Nadine M. Gooden ..................... Plantation, Florida Erica L. Rusie ............................. Hollywood, Florida 
Tiffany Lyn Goran ............................. Davie, Florida Mauricio Sabogal.. .......................... Weston, Florida 
Daniel A. Grenier ....................... Hollywood, Florida Bibi T. Sattar ................................. Miramar, Florida 
Rhona E. Guilarte ............. Pembroke Pines, Florida Nooraaney M. Sattar .................... Miramar, Florida 
Christy Lyn Herrera ..................... Tamarac, Florida Syad Sattar .................................... Miramar, Florida 
June James ................................. Plantation, Florida Carla Sauro ................................ Hollywood, Florida 
Thomas B1aba Karakosta .......... Plantation, Florida Kevin H. Scharfman ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Caleb J. Kennedy ............................... Davie, Florida Melanie A. Sexton-Hogrewe ......... Tamarac, Florida 
Imiereo O. Kerobo .......................... Sunrise, Florida Mohit Sood ......................................... Davie, Florida 
Elise A. Lawrence .............................. Davie, Florida Opal Karen Stanbury ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Monika Lehmann ............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Caleb J. StCyr ............................ Hollywood, Florida 
Kizzy C. Levesque ............ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Michael S. Strobbe ............................. Davie, Florida 
Amanda A. Marshall ................. Bradenton, Florida Leyda Margarita Su Ham ......... Plantation, Florida 
Olga Milena Martinez ....................... Davie, Florida Ricardo O'Neil Thompson ........ Lauderhill, Florida 
Cristina E. Marziano .................... Miramar, Florida Alexandra Titone ............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Rahel Abraham Mathew .. Pembroke Pines, Florida Jason L. Topolski .......................... Felton, Delaware 
OdiIie A. McCoy ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Jill N. Touhey ........................... Cooper City, Florida 
Chauntel Erika Mendez ....... Miami Beach, Florida Concetta F. Triglia ..................... Hollywood, Florida 
Nicholas Michael Mordwinkin ......... Davie, Florida Gadith Uzcategui ............................ Weston, Florida 
Nader Nakhla ..................................... Davie, Florida Stacey Ann Walker ........... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Anthony Joseph Nardi.. ..................... Davie, Florida Mohammed Nayyar Zaman .............. Davie, Florida 
Camille Ava Neal .......................... Miramar, Florida 
SCIENCE AND THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
Kerry-Anne J. Billings .......................................................................................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Jennifer L. Dejong ......................................................................................................................... Plantation, Florida 
EDUCATION 
KENNETH R. DOSE, Ed.D, Director 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Earnestine E. Aikens ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Danielle P. Garcia .................... Lake Worth, Florida 
Elizabeth D. Bledsoe ......................... Largo, Florida Georgia Antionette Gillings ............ Miami, Florida 
Beverly D. Bryant .......... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Carolina Inostroza ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Martha Calero .......................... Sunny Isles, Florida Alfreda L. Martin ............................ Miami, Florida 
Madelina C. Delgado .................... Miramar, Florida Mara Maru ............................. Miami Lakes, Florida 
1,------.---------
Amanda Rae Mobley ............... Cooper City, Florida Angela Ann Richardson .................... Davie, Florida 
Ingrid A. Mohan ................... Coral Springs, Florida Marilyn Rodriguez ......................... Hialeah, Florida 
Jennifer Nicole Ousley .................... Sunrise, Florida 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Chastity Acosta .............................. Hialeah, Florida Anelvis Irigoyen ............................... Miami, Florida 
Diane Alatishe ......................... Jacksonville, Florida Leeann N. Jaques ........................ Bryceville, Florida 
Maria Albo .................. Bay Harbor Islands, Florida Janet Lee Jasczak ........................... Valrico, Florida 
Maria E. Amador ............................. Miami, Florida Evadne T. Johnson ........... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Niobis Andux .................................. Hialeah, Florida Michelle Ann Johnson .......... Coral Springs, Florida 
Anaeli Arbesu ................................... Miami, Florida Marylis Gorra Jorge ........................ Miami, Florida 
Angel Latrice Bagley .......................... Citra, Florida Suad Kaddour .................................. Miami, Florida 
Wendy Ann Baker ........................ Sarasota, Florida Denise R. King .................................... Ocala, Florida 
Michelle B. Baldrich ........................ Miami, Florida Kim R. Knowles ........................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Maria A. Barreiro ............................ Miami, Florida Jacquelyn Anne Kopec .............. Clifton, New Jersey 
Yahajaira Del Carmen Beaton ....... Miami, Florida Zoe H. Leal ..................................... Hialeah, Florida 
Charlotte Anne Bolam ..................... Miami, Florida Pedro Leyva ................ North Miami Beach, Florida 
Angela Denease Bostick ................... Miami, Florida Vivian Leyva .............. North Miami Beach, Florida 
Brady Brockway .............................. Miami, Florida Jamilet Li .......................................... Miami, Florida 
Georgia M. Caccavale ............. Jacksonville, Florida Liliana M. Linares ......................... Hialeah, Florida 
Suhaill Calvo .................................... Miami, Florida Charles Joseph Lindsay ....... N. Lauderdale, Florida 
Stacey A. Castro ............................... Miami, Florida Donna A. Lerandi ............................ Miami, Florida 
Jerry R. Clements .......................... Orlando, Florida Anthony J. Llorens .......................... Miami, Florida 
Sully Ann Colon ............. West Palm Beach, Florida Joann Lobban ............................ Lauderhill, Florida 
Faye Miller Cooper ....................... Williston, Florida Nilda Lopez ...................................... Miami, Florida 
Caroline Crawford ........................... Miami, Florida Janel Luciani .................................... Miami, Florida 
Linda Ann DeLuca .......................... Naples, Florida 
Cynthia Diodonet ........................... Orlando, Florida 
Selena A. Maddox ................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Israela M. Marrero-Puerta ............. Miami, Florida 
Von A. Dukes ...................... Daytona Beach, Florida 
Shaneen Latrell Edwards ................ Miami, Florida 
Linda Elizabeth Martin ............... Andros, Bahamas 
Monica Marie Martin .................. Maitland, Florida 
Debbie Maria Fernandez ................. Miami, Florida Doris Martinez ................................. Miami, Florida 
Robert L. Fish ...................... Glen St. Mary, Florida 
Rina I. Garcia ................................. Hialeah, Florida 
Janice D. Gibson .............................. Miami, Florida 
Sonia Martinez ................................. Miami, Florida 
AItranese S. Mays ............................ Goulds, Florida 
Mary Louise McIntyre .. Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
Kimberly A. Ginolfi ...................... Margate, Florida 
Asia G. Gonzalez .........•......... Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Maria D. Gonzalez ......................... Hialeah, Florida 
Mabelis Tubella Medina ... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Katrina Joyce Merritt ..................... Miami, Florida 
Patricia Anne Metsala ................... Orlando, Florida 
Mayre Gonzalez ............................... Miami, Florida Deidre Michelle Modlin .... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Carrie Ann Goodwin ...................... LaBelle, Florida Hattie Elaine Moncur .................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Cynthia Corine Gramzinski. ......... Orlando, Florida Marlo Annette Monzon ............ Fort Myers, Florida 
Cristina M. Hamzavizarghani ........ Miami, Florida Silas O. Moore .............................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Violet Hardy .................................. Palmetto, Florida Jeannette Mora ................................ Miami, Florida 
Fran Harris ..... -................... Pembroke Park, Florida Heather Lynn Morgan ................... Orlando, Florida 
Inetha Hart ................................... Nassau, Bahamas Maria Teresa Neyra ......................... Miami, Florida 
Nora E. Herrera ............................... Miami, Florida Rita P. Nicolas .................................. Miami, Florida 
Susie A. Hickman ...................... Homestead, Florida Celethia V. Passmore ................ Homestead, Florida 
Marcia Vivenne Hines .................. Miramar, Florida Leslie Peramo ................................... Miami, Florida 
Scott Jeffrey Howell ................. Palm Coast, Florida Yenisei Perdomo-Campos ............. Hialeah, Florida 
Teresa K. Hulette .......................... Margate, Florida Elaine Perez ...................................... Miami, Florida 
Kathryn L. Hurst. ......................... Sarasota, Florida Darlene L. Peters ................. Port Charlotte, Florida 
~ 
Kelly M. Phillips ............................ Sarasota, Florida Amy Danielle Schneider .................... Davie, Florida 
Stefanie A. Pomroy ............ Ormond Beach, Florida Tracey Lynn Schneiderman ... Winter Park, Florida 
Israela Milagros Puerta ................... Miami, Florida Madeline Serrano ............................. Miami, Florida 
Vicki Lee Quinones ...................... Callahan, Florida Stacey M. Simmons ....... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Erica Ramos-Carrazana .................. Miami, Florida Joy B. Simpson ................................. Miami, Florida 
Amoy A. Reid ................................ Miramar, Florida Sonia Lorraine Smith ................ Lauderhill, Florida 
Patricia Rigueras ........................... Hialeah, Florida Aileen Sola ........................................ Miami, Florida 
Suzette E. Roberts ............................ Miami, Florida Susana Spencer ............................... Weston, Florida 
Marcia A. Robinson ............. St. Petersburg, Florida Elizabeth Suarez .............................. Miami, Florida 
Suzanne R. Rodgers ................... Bradenton, Florida Suanne M. Taskey ......................... Sarasota, Florida 
Christina Maria Rodriguez ... Miami Lakes, Florida Alton P. Thompson ........................ Orlando, Florida 
Marilyn Rodriguez ........................... Miami, Florida Rose Mary Trotman ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Patricia Rodriguez ........................... Miami, Florida Dorothy E. Tuccinardi. ................. Sarasota, Florida 
Sandra Rodriguez ............................ Miami, Florida Kelly A. Turczynski ................... Plantation, Florida 
Jennie Rocio Rojas ................... Boca Raton, Florida Ellen I. Ulliana ............................... Sanford, Florida 
Amparo M. Rojo .............................. Miami, Florida Dagmara Villasmil ........................... Miami, Florida 
Vincent Theodore Rolle ............... Andros, Bahamas Nelson Villegas ................................. Miami, Florida 
Medleo Ruby Romer .................... Andros, Bahamas Latoya R. Wallace-Morrison ....... Miramar, Florida 
Cosette Roura ................................... Miami, Florida Tonya Vinetta Watkins ................... Miami, Florida 
Lana L. Saffold ........................... Wimauma, Florida Jennifer Lynn Worley ........ Miami Springs, Florida 
Soraya Salgueiro .............................. Miami, Florida Carolina Zambrano ......................... Miami, Florida 
Barbara M. Sander .................... Bradenton, Florida 
EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION: VARYING EXCEPTIONALITIES 
Marilyn Adams ............................... Pierson, Florida Stephanie D. Goss .............................. Ocala, Florida 
Pranee Andrus ............................. St. Cloud, Florida Shateena G. Griffin Brown .... Jacksonville, Florida 
Marilyn P. Balbuena ...................... Hialeah, Florida Matthew P. Hardrick ..................... Orlando, Florida 
Juan BetheL ..................................... Tampa, Florida Laverne M. Harvey ................. Florida City, Florida 
Charlene Rene Borkus ............... Bradenton, Florida Esther C. Hernandez ....................... Miami, Florida 
Dayana M. Cadaya ..... ; .................... Miami, Florida Melissa Hunter .......................... Wellington, Florida 
Yesenia Cantillo ............................... Miami, Florida Willie Howard .................................. Miami, Florida 
Lori Ann Caporaso .................... Plantation, Florida Jennifer Ann King ....................... Belleview, Florida 
Aleida Cardoso ........................... ; ..... Miami, Florida Marva Rosemarie Knight .......... Lauderhill, Florida 
Christine K. Carlson ................... Inverness, Florida Jaimie Therese Kozlowski.. ............ Sunrise, Florida 
Ke-Juana L. Carpenter ............ Homestead, Florida Jo-Ann Elizabeth Lobban ......... Lauderhill, Florida 
Anne M. Catherman ............ St. Petersburg, Florida Vladimir S. Labossiere ................. Miramar, Florida 
Katrina Chanell Chester ................. Miami, Florida Claudette M. Lee Wah ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Debra Denise Cleveland ....... Coral Springs, Florida Eric Leon .......................................... Miami, Florida 
Arsenia Coleman ....................... Fort Myers, Florida Soeurette Lesperance ................. Kissimmee, Florida 
Kelley Lauren Coyle .............. Loxahatchee, Florida Alfrieda Brown Lias ................. Fort Myers, Florida 
Gentene Landfair Davis ...... Riviera Beach, Florida Vivian C. Loffredo ........................... Miami, Florida 
Raymundo Diaz ................................ Miami, Florida Shedricka A. Massaline ................... Miami, Florida 
Virginia DiMichele ........................... Miami, Florida Natasha K. Miller .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Claudia E. Espinoza ......................... Miami, Florida Julia M. Morales .............................. Miami, Florida 
Lorena M. Fernandez ...................... Miami, Florida Amy Renee Morhaim ......................... Davie, Florida 
Yvonne M. Ferney .......................... Apopka, Florida Francis E. Morillo .............................. Davie, Florida 
Ana E. Fischer .................................. Miami, Florida Joan B. Morrison ............................. Miami, Florida 
Genise Nadine Ford ......................... Miami, Florida Melissa C. Mosher ................. Summerjield, Florida 
Katina Evette Gabriel... ................... Miami, Florida Yolanda Irene Munoz ............... Homestead, Florida 
Kristin W. Garcia ............................ Miami, Florida Eleise Amanda Munroe ................... Miami, Florida 
Sybil M. Gayle-Johnson .................. Miami, Florida Lisa O'Rourke ................................. Sunrise, Florida 
Lissette E. Gentile ........................... Apopka, Florida Marilyn Paz .................................... Hialeah, Florida 
Natalee D. Ruth Glass ................ Plantation, Florida Stefanie Peters ............................... Sarasota, Florida 
Michelle Marie Phillips ............ Cape Coral, Florida Carlton Salomon .............................. Miami, Florida 
Deborah Ann Pohlmann ......... Port Orange, Florida Christian R. D. Schneider .. Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
James A. Proctor ............ West Palm Beach, Florida Rene Sierra ....................................... Miami, Florida 
Rodney Rudolph Redding, Sr . ...... Locanto, Florida Juanda Aliesea Smith ................ Carol City, Florida 
Allicia Daenia Redway .................. Miramar, Florida Tanya S. Smith ................................. Miami, Florida 
Jennifer Regalado ....................... Riverview, Florida Esther Sobrian .............................. Miramar, Florida 
Kenneth Brian Reyes ....................... Miami, Florida Cristina Maria Socas ....................... Miami, Florida 
Leticia Rios ....................................... Miami, Florida Paul Sohmer ............................... Hollywood, Florida 
David R. Rodriguez ......................... Miami, Florida Mildreidys Vasquez ......................... Miami, Florida 
Marioly Rodriguez ......................... Hialeah, Florida Annette Louise Wassmuth .......... Jennings, Florida 
Rebecca Ruth Rothwell .............. Dunnelon, Florida Tamica Latoya Williams ........ Florida City, Florida 
Kimberlee Grace Ruth .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Helen N. Yearton .................. Lehigh Acres, Florida 
SECONDARY MATH 
Douglas E. Holland ............................................................................................................ ....... Coral Springs, Florida 
Sophia L. Miller ............................................................................................................................. Freeport, Bahamas 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ALLAN H. SCHULMAN, Ph.D., Interim Director 
ACCOUNTING 
Pacita G. Broido .............................. Sunrise, Florida Steven P. Mazur ......................... Hollywood, Florida 
Brenda L. Bulnes ............................ Weston, Florida Diana Meyer ...................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Cindy J. Chin ...................... Coconut Creek, Florida Marisabel Munguia ....................... Hialeah, Florida 
Sarah Ellen Claburn .................. Plantation, Florida Panagiotis Nikolakakis .... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Tina M. Con a ................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Anneli N. Palacio ............................ Hialeah, Florida 
David Scott Crammer ................... Margate, Florida Jacqueline B. Paler~o ....................... Davie, Florida 
Kerry-Ann M. Fagan. North Miami Beach, Florida Russ L. Pratt ................................... Weston, Florida 
Tessie A. Fernandez ....................... Hialeah, Florida Maria V. Quijano ........................... Hialeah, Florida 
Aisha Nicole Theresa Gardner ......... Davie, Florida Narina Ramcharitar .......................... Davie, Florida 
Kenrick R. Hadaway ...................... Sunrise, Florida Kashmini Ramdial ..................... Plantation, Florida 
Adam Scott Haggard ......................... Davie, Florida Maximiliano Rojas .............. Coconut Creek, Florida 
Jeff H. Hall ...................................... Weston, Florida Marybel C. Suarez ......................... Hialeah, Florida 
James P. Hartman .......................... Sunrise, Florida Joy A. Taylor .............................. Plantation, Florida 
Phyllis E. Heald ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida Stacy-Ann Marie Walker ................ Miami, Florida 
Anita Janitelli .................................. Sunrise, Florida John E. Windell .................................. Davie, Florida 
Marquise I. Kiffin .............................. Davie, Florida 
ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES 
Claudia C. Black ...... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Anna F. Manarang-Auspitz .............. Davie, Florida 
Claudette I. Boston .................... Lauderhill, Florida Patti D. Michaelson ............................ Davie, Florida 
Grant J. Butler ................................... Davie, Florida Adriane D. O'Neill ................ Coral Springs, Florida 
Grace Joanne Clarke ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Maruquel D. Pinel.. ........ Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
Tara D. Domash ................................. Davie, Florida Elizabeth Rodriguez ..................... Miramar, Florida 
Donna Elizabeth Edwards ......... Lauderhill, Florida Jorge Antonio Semina rio ........... Plantation, Florida 
Stephanie A. Francis .................. Plantation, Florida Autier D. Singleton-Taylor ........... Miramar, Florida 
Joseph R. Gabel ......... Massapequa Park, New York Richelle D. Tankersley ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
John S. Hamilton ................... Calabasas, California Jacqueline D. Warenius ... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
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Charles W. Andersen ................. Plantation, Florida 
Jorge E. Aponte ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Leslie P. Argenal ........................ Plantation, Florida 
Soraya I. Audain .............................. Miami, Florida 
Nora Juliana Barragan .............. Plantation, Florida 
Willy Basso ................................. Lauderhill, Florida 
Sabrina S. Bauer ........................... Tamarac, Florida 
Shermika R. Baynham .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Luisa Bellero ............... Bay Harbor Islands, Florida 
Jenny A. Bento ................................... Davie, Florida 
Dieudonne Bessard .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Brian K. Black ................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Paul A. B1ythe ................................ Tamarac, Florida 
Toni R. A. Bowleg ........................ Nassau, Bahamas 
Philip B. Braverman ....................... Weston, Florida 
Matthew Evan Brown ......... Englewood, New Jersey 
John C. Bruno ............................ Hollywood, Florida 
Justin Gregory Burkhart .......... Bradenton, Florida 
William Edward Campbell ............... Davie, Florida 
Anne Chi .......................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Kirk Christian ........................... Union City, Georgia 
Gretchen G. Clarke ......................... Miami, Florida 
Michele L. Cline .............................. Weston, Florida 
Solange V. Correa ...................... Plantation, Florida 
Kristofer E. Creed ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
David A. Cruice .......................... Plantation, Florida 
Diane Cruz ......................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
James B. Davis ............................... Gardner, Kansas 
Kennie DeCespedes .................... Hollywood, Florida 
Danielle Marie DeGregorio ............... Davie, Florida 
Dana Marie Deis ................................ Davie, Florida 
Lisa Del Rio ................................... Miramar, Florida 
Frank D. DeMaria ............. ; ....... Plantation, Florida 
Abel Desvergunat.. ........................... Miami, Florida 
Marisa Diaz ................................... Margate, Florida 
Dahlia L. Dominguez ....................... Miami, Florida 
Edwin L. Donahue ................ Coral Springs, Florida 
Anthony P. Donaldson ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Moti J. Dover ..................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Ali Rashad Gary ................................ Davie, Florida 
Christine Georges .. Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, Florida 
Yvette M. Gilkes ............................ Margate, Florida 
Kenneth Roberto Gomez. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Sherrie S. Gooden .............................. Davie, Florida 
Roxana Goza .................................... Miami, Florida 
Laura Kristen Grunas .............. Westland, Michigan 
Melanie Kay Hale .............................. Davie, Florida 
Robert Scott Harris ................. Cooper City, Florida 
Isabel Hasakian .......................... Hollywood, Florida 
Chris W. Hemsworth ............ Coral Springs, Florida 
Jessica Hoppe ..................................... Davie, Florida 
Janet E. Hunter .......................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Brent T. Iten ....................................... Davie, Florida 
Joel Patrick Johnson .................. Plantation, Florida 
Adam T. Kennedy ............ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Kimberly Jo Killough ........................ Davie, Florida 
Marya C. Kosenkov ................... Plantation, Florida 
William Lalinde .................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Daniel Y. Lande ..................... North Miami, Florida 
Joanne Lavanaway .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Elizabeth A. Legacki. ............... Cooper City, Florida 
Heather A. Levin ............... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Lonette C. Lewis ........................ Plantation, Florida 
Paula A. Lewis ................ Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
Frank A. Leyva ...................... Miami Lakes, Florida 
Gustavo Terni Mariotto .................... Davie, Florida 
Trevor Markham ................. Safety Harbor, Florida 
Nissim Matatof.. ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Rosalind M. McGowan .............. Plantation, Florida 
William John McHugh ...................... Davie, Florida 
Jesus Mendoza ....................... Miami Lakes, Florida 
Richard I. Mendy ....... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Eric Mikolitch .................................... Davie, Florida 
Marcos V. Molina .............................. Davie, Florida 
Kelly Brooke Monaghan .............. Tamarac, Florida 
Gloria Torquet Montecelo ............. Hialeah, Florida 
Praveen Kamla Mootiram .............. Sunrise, Florida 
Oscar Morales .................................. Miami, Florida 
Juliet L. Duyster ......................... Plantation, Florida 
Victoria P. Dye ................................... Davie, Florida 
Shawn M. Edwards .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Kirsy Chanel Espejo ................. Opa Locka, Florida 
Ann E. Farber .................................... Davie, Florida 
Allison Feen ...................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Laiany Mar Feldman ................. Plantation, Florida 
Carlos A. Fernandez ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Rafael Ferreiro ................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Imani A. Fredricks ............................. Davie, Florida 
Linda L. Gabay .......................... Hollywood, Florida 
Joseph Robert Gabel.Massapequa Park, New York 
Joseph J. Gangemi ................... Lake Worth, Florida 
Jorge Garcia-Tunon ....................... Weston, Florida 
Sally Ann Morris ...................... Cooper City, Florida 
Judith Morrison-Cunning ......... Plantation, Florida 
Matthew Michael Morrissey ..... Bradenton, Florida 
Serguei Motornyi ....................... Plantation, Florida 
Sherone D. Mullings ............... Santa Cruz, Jamaica 
Robert E. Nelson ............................. Sunrise, Florida 
Linda W. Newcomb ....................... Orlando, Florida 
Shaughn M. Nichols ................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Alberto L. Noguel... ......... Hialeah Gardens, Florida 
Dannielle E. Oberle .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Careen R. Palmer ...................... Saint Ann, Jamaica 
Pascale Poitevien ............... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Richard Kelly Polastro ...................... Davie, Florida 
Tina Politis .......................................... Davie, Florida 
I-.--.---------~~~ 
Michael J. Postell ............................. Miami, Florida Alvin Anthony Shaw ....................... Sunrise, Florida 
Jerry H. Pringle ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Autier Dawn Singleton-Taylor .... Miramar, Florida 
Jorge L. Quinones ............. Pembroke Pines, Florida Treecy C. Smith-Harvey .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Juan A. Quinones .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida Lina M. Sosa .......................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Nancy R. Ramos .................. Winter Garden, Florida Tara J. Stankiewicz ................... Plantation, Florida 
Jessica E. RaphaeL .................... Plantation, Florida Kimberley Robin Starman ................ Davie, Florida 
Lyn Allison Rattigan-Hurge ..... Lauderhill, Florida Cullen-Leary Still .................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Debra J. Reynolds ................ Oakland Park, Florida Kelly A. Sullivan .......................... Brick, New Jersey 
Janine R. G. Riedewald ............. Plantation, Florida Julian A. Taveras ....................... Hollywood, Florida 
Nicole Natalie Robinson ................. Sunrise, Florida Osmin Tervil .................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Calixto J. Rodriguez ..................... Miramar, Florida Shirley Thebaud ......................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Erin T. Rodriguez ...................... Plantation, Florida Monica E. Villarindo ................ Hallandale, Florida 
Cesar J. Roman ................................. Dania, Florida Michael L. Walker ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
O'Riel Donna-Lee Rose ........ Port St. Lucie, Florida Amber N. Warren ................ Oakland Park, Florida 
Delita N. Sa muel.. ........... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Lorraine Angela Williams ............ Miramar, Florida 
Marie L. St. Fort .............................. Naples, Florida Shervin I. Wood ................................. Davie, Florida 
Laurel B. Schwartz .................... Plantation, Florida Lisa Woodbury ............... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
Leslie Mariel Scribani .................... Weston, Florida Nicolas V. Zagaria ..................... Plantation, Florida 
Rehana Seepersad .............................. Davie, Florida 
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT 
Jaime A. Claus ................................. Miami, Florida Jaymar Pinzon ............................................. Panama 
David A. Ellis ................................. St. Ann, Jamaica Patricia A. Sullivan ........... Deerfield Beach, Florida 
PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Michael R. Abbaticchio ............. Plantation, Florida Stacy L. Baker ...................... Land O'Lakes, Florida 
Robert D. Acosta .............................. Miami, Florida Roderick Tyrone Bargaineer ........ Orlando, Florida 
Patricia C. Adderley .................... Nassau, Bahamas Sharon D. Barker ................. Oakland Park, Florida 
Suna C. Adderley ......................... Nassau, Bahamas Nedra Barnett ................................ St. Ann, Jamaica 
Zakia Shanika Adderley .............. Nassau, Bahamas Perry S. Bashkoff.. ..................... Hol/ywood, Florida 
Rembert J. Albury ..................... Freeport, Bahamas Shandles Royann Bastian ............ Nassau, Bahamas 
Marie Alvaro-Lopez ............ Williamsburg, Virginia Ian K. Bennett-Easy .................... Kingston, Jamaica 
Andrea L. Ambrose-Meade ....... Poinciana, Florida Bridgette Yvette Bethell .............. Nassau, Bahamas 
Odalis M. Anaya .............................. Miami, Florida Valentina D. Betuel.. .................... Nassau, Bahamas 
R. Erick Andersen ........... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Charles R. Black ........ Huntersville, North Carolina 
Jacqueline S. Anderson .............. Kingston, Jamaica Josanne E. Blackwell ..... North Lauderdale, Florida 
Jack J. Anterio ................................ Weston, Florida Winston A. Blake ....................... St. James, Jamaica 
Michael S. Arbit.. .......... Royal Palm Beach, Florida Slavonia Zamora Bonaby ............ Nassau, Bahamas 
Robert Arce ....................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Christine Marie Bonuso ... Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Angela E. Archer .......................... St. Ann, Jamaica Errol C. Boreland ....................... Kingston, Jamaica 
Sandra Louise Armbrister .......... Nassau, Bahamas Deborah Boudreau .......................... Valrico, Florida 
Donna Arnold ................................... Tampa, Florida Nayrone D. Boyd .............................. Tampa, Florida 
David Jason Arthmann ............... Live Oak, Florida Tracy A. Brewster ...... Summerville, South Carolina 
Kelly K. Austin ................................. Tampa, Florida Katena Beth Broussard ................... Miami, Florida 
Sylvan D. Bailey ........................... Ewarton, Jamaica Bernadette Patrice Brown ........... Nassau, Bahamas 
Carla Vivian Bain ........................ Nassau, Bahamas Deborah Ann Tignor Brown ............. Davie, Florida 
Sherese E. Bain ............................. Nassau, Bahamas Donnetta E. Brown ...................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Joy Marie Baker .......................... Nassau, Bahamas Michael L. Brown .................... Cooper City, Florida 
Richard N. Baker ..................... Boca Raton, Florida Sheree A. Brown ........................... St. Ann, Jamaica 
-
Joshua William Burr ..................... Orlando, Florida Tonya D. Davis ............................. Nassau, Bahamas 
James E. Burrows ........................ Nassau, Bahamas Sherry K. de Cuba ...................... Sebastian, Florida 
Valeria E. Burrows ....... Grand Bahamas, Bahamas Paulette Dean ............................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Tina Butler ................................... Nassau, Bahamas Michael M. Demblewski .......... Celebration, Florida 
Tina M. Butts ................................ Williston, Florida Linda J. Desaulniers ...................... Orlando, Florida 
Alegna Cabrera ................................ Miami, Florida Janel C. Diamond-Sigler ................. Miami, Florida 
Shernette Callam ................ Little London, Jamaica Maria M. Dias ............................. Riverview, Florida 
Shelly-May Cameron .................. Kingston, Jamaica Franklin Diaz ................................... Miami, Florida 
Melissa E. Cammock ........ Pembroke Pines, Florida Esther S. Diaz-Alejo ......................... Miami, Florida 
Hyacinth T. Campbell .................. St. Ann, Jamaica Alfred Diliello .................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Jarrod T. Campbell ............... Crystal River, Florida Margaux M. Dillet ....................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Glenn T. Canavan ............................ Miami, Florida Sarah B. Doherty ..... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 
Felicia Cantin .............................. Plant City, Florida Garick C. Donaldson ........... St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Angela Gay Capeci ................. Windermere, Florida Handel Lloyd Douglas .................. Margate, Florida 
Orlando Cardona ............................. Miami, Florida Marjorie Downer .......................... St. Ann, Jamaica 
Ricky Devone Carraway .............. Margate, Florida Scott A. Droleski ................. Wilton Manors, Florida 
Florence Arlene Carter ............. Lauderhill, Florida Linda Ann Duvalier ..................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Illinois E. Cash ............................. Nassau, Bahamas Sandralee Elizabeth Edgar ......... Nassau, Bahamas 
Ruth Esther Castellanos .................. Miami, Florida Bernard O. Edwards ...................... Sunrise, Florida 
Anibal Horacio Castro ..................... Miami, Florida Modesto M. Espinosa ....................... Miami, Florida 
Rolando Cerit ................................... Miami, Florida Olive Evans ................................... Nassau, Bahamas 
David W. Cesare .................. Bayonet Point, Florida Charmaine Eve ............................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Karen Sue Chadwick ..................... Orlando, Florida Tonya Fara ................................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Gail P. Charlow ............................ Nassau, Bahamas Bernadette P. Farquharson ......... Nassau, Bahamas 
Caroline C. Chestnut ................... Nassau, Bahamas Gloria A. Fenton .................. Montego Bay, Jamaica 
Michelle Theresa Chong .................. Miami, Florida Cindy C. Ferguson ....................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Fernando A. Cimato ....................... Weston, Florida Cora Elaine Ferguson .................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Laurel R. Clayton ....................... Kingston, Jamaica Gelitha Ferguson .......................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Herlem Coker ................................... Miami, Florida Cathy Fernandez .............................. Miami, Florida 
Esther Marie Coley ...................... Nassau, Bahamas Rolando E. Figueredo ................... ; .. Miami, Florida 
Karl H. Colimon .................... Coral Springs, Florida Joanne S. Florer ............................. Orlando, Florida 
Elva L. Collie ........ ; ....................... Nassau, Bahamas Rose A. Flynch ............................... Orlando, Florida 
Ellen Deborah Collier ...................... Miami, Florida Benjamin Livingston Forbes ....... Nassau, Bahamas 
Amanda B. Collins ...................... Kingston, Jamaica Loretta L. Forbes ......................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Pauline A. Condell-Harty ... ; ......... St. Ann, Jamaica Frank Fornabio .............................. Holiday, Florida 
Douglas J. Conklin .............. Wesley Chapel, Florida Anita F. Fortner ............................... Tampa, Florida 
Elizabeth C. Conner ............... Jacksonville, Florida Prescola C. Fowler ....................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Shari Cooper ................................ Nassau, Bahamas Dotlee Leanne Fox ....................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Dawn M. Corell ................................ Addison, Texas Sharon Michelle Francis ............. Nassau, Bahamas 
Julie T. Couret ............................... Orlando, Florida Darnell Patrice Francis-Frazer ... Nassau, Bahamas 
Karen A. Cox ................................ Nassau, Bahamas Felipe A. Franco ............................... Miami, Florida 
Tracey-Ann Crichton ................. Kingston, Jamaica Oreta L. Franklyn ................ Montego Bay, Jamaica 
Ethrose Crosby ..................... St. Catherine, Jamaica MarkJ. Franks ...................... Broussard, Louisiana 
James N. Cross ................. New Port Richey, Florida Zelpha E. Frazer ........................... St. Ann, Jamaica 
Sandra A. Cupo .......................... Hollywood, Florida Samantha D. Freeman .................. Sarasota, Florida 
Carla Elizabeth Curry ................. Nassau, Bahamas Ada E. Freyre ................................... Tampa, Florida 
Leo Dacosta ................................... St. Ann, Jamaica Magda R. Fridman .................... Plantation, Florida 
Daniel D. Damm ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Wirthy E. Fuentes ............................ Miami, Florida 
Maria Darling ............................... Nassau, Bahamas Helmut Gaensel ................................ Miami, Florida 
Angela Davis ............................ Florida City, Florida Sarah J. Gaffney ..................... Windermere, Florida 
Edris Davis ................................... Nassau, Bahamas Cindy L. Gamez ............................... Miami, Florida 
Georgette Davis ............................. St. Ann, Jamaica Edward P. Garcia ............. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Kirk Alexander Davis ................ Kissimmee, Florida Susan S. Garlitts ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 




Natasha Monique Gibson ............ Nassau, Bahamas 
Blanca R. Gil .................................. Hialeah, Florida 
Ann-Marie Patricia Goffe ............ St. Ann, Jamaica 
Carl M. Golden .............................. Orlando, Florida 
Elizabeth A. Gonesh ................ Tallahassee, Florida 
Gilberto Gonzalez .......................... Hialeah, Florida 
Michelle Gonzalez ............................ Miami, Florida 
Debra Goodman ................... Chatsworth, California 
Louis Gordon .............................. Kingston, Jamaica 
Sydney G. Goulbourne ............... Kingston, Jamaica 
Tamara Gourzong ...................... Kingston, Jamaica 
Donna J. Grant ................................ Negril, Jamaica 
Dawn L. Gray ............................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Tamara B. Gray ............ East Hartford, Connecticut 
Brett Jason Greene ....................... Margate, Florida 
Samuel Paul Greene .................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Tracey A. Greene ......................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Eola Griffin ............................... Homestead, Florida 
Shantell C. Griffith .................. Eleuthera, Bahamas 
Michael J. Gula ..................... Pinellas Park, Florida 
Odessa Hall ................................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Raymond Hammond ......................... Ocala, Florida 
Andres R. Handschy .................. Davenport, Florida 
Jessica D. Hanna .......................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Wilbert Dave Harding .................... Negril, Jamaica 
Lisa N. Harman .............................. Orlando, Florida 
Brenda Teresa Harris .................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Kevin John Harrison ......................... Ocala, Florida 
William D. Hartigan .......... Tarpon Springs, Florida 
Vicki K. Hawkins .......... Altamonte Springs, Florida 
Linda Ann Haynes ......................... Orlando, Florida 
David J. Healy ............................ Hollywood, Florida 
Brad Hemmings ............................... Miami, Florida 
Valderine D. Henfield .................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Florette Henry ............................... St. Ann, Jamaica 
Juliette M. Henry ......................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Denise A. Hepburn ....................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Martha M. Hernandez ................... Hialeah, Florida 
Patricia Hewan ..................... Montego Bay, Jamaica 
Dawn M. Hibbert. ......................... St. Ann, Jamaica 
Sherwin T. Hilton ......................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Horace S. Hines .................... St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Joe Cecil Hobbs .............................. Orlando, Florida 
Monica Holiday .................. Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Jennifer M. Holmes ............. Derry, New Hampshire 
Yvonne Olive Hunter ................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Ainsley Hutchinson ....................... St. Ann, Jamaica 
Mauricia R. Igraham ................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Howard Iken .................... New Port Richey, Florida 
Frank A. Imbornone .................. Hollywood, Florida 
Sonia Elaine Ingleton ........... St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Carlos A. Ismodes ......................... Miramar, Florida 
Belinda Rebecca Jablonski... ...... Riverview, Florida 
Delores W. Jackson ......................... Fort Lauderdale 
Harold Barnard Jackson ............ Riverview, Florida 
Arenetta Washington Jacobs ... Gainesville, Florida 
Patrick Jacquot .................................. Davie, Florida 
Carmen M. Jimenez ....................... Sanford, Florida 
Charlotte Aurea Johnson ............ Nassau, Bahamas 
CIayre Y. Johnson ........................ Nassau, Bahamas 
George Johnson .................... St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Gerald L. Johnson ................... Tallahassee, Florida 
Janice A. Johnson ........................ Nassau, Bahamas 
Jeffry T. Johnson ........................ Kingston, Jamaica 
Katerri A. Johnson ......................... Sunrise, Florida 
Linda Y. Johnson ......................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Patricia E. Johnson ............ Polkton, North Carolina 
Sonja M. Johnson ........................ Kingston, Jamaica 
Michelle N. Johnson-Symonette . Nassau, Bahamas 
Debbiee Ann Jones .......................... Valrico, Florida 
Judith L. Jones .............................. Margate, Florida 
Omar Jones ................................. Kingston, Jamaica 
Robin M. Jones ............................... Sanford, Florida 
Shenique Jones .............................. Decatur, Georgia 
Susan G. Jones ................................. Miami, Florida 
Christy L. Keefe .................. Wilton Manors, Florida 
Sharon Renee Kelly ..................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Esther L. Kenney ............................. Miami, Florida 
Theola S. Killings .......................... Madison, Florida 
Jennifer King ................................ Nassau, Bahamas 
Rick A. Kiser .................................. Orlando, Florida 
Barbara D. Knight .................. Jacksonville, Florida 
Anne E. Knowles .......................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Scarlet L. Knowles ........................... Oveido, Florida 
Steven H. Kokotoff.. .•............... Boca Raton, Florida 
Kenneth Todd Kronheim ............. Margate, Florida 
Paula Krysti-Braman ................... Margate, Florida 
Diana M. Lafaro .......... New Smyrna Beach, Florida 
Rosslynn E. Lambert ............... Lexington, Kentucky 
Steven Hunter Lang .......................... Ocoee, Florida 
Pied ad Lanzziano ............................ Weston, Florida 
Carmen Latimer-Wells .................. Orlando, Florida 
Margaret Lawrence ............. Montego Bay, Jamaica 
Tonya M. Leach ..................... Summerfield, Florida 
Lorrayne Lenoff ............... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Barbara J. Lewis .............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Julie Lightbourne-Cooper ........... Nassau, Bahamas 
Scott Lin ................................ St. Petersburg, Florida 
Nadine A. Lindo ............................ St. Ann, Jamaica 
Andrea C. Livingston ................. Kingston, Jamaica 
Alfredo N. Lopez, Jr ........................ Miami, Florida 
Ytiel Lopez .................................. Hollywood, Florida 
Pearlitta E. Lumsden ............... Bridgeport, Jamaica 
Sonia Lynch .......................... St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Joanne Mauricia Mahan ................. Tampa, Florida 
Barbara Lewis Mangold ....•.......... Oakland, Florida 
Karla Isabel Marin .......................... Miami, Florida 
Kevin A. Marino ........... West Bloomfield, Michigan 
I 
Charlene Karen Marshall ........... Nassau, Bahamas Carlton M. Neymour ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Valentino Marshall ........ New Providence, Bahamas Susanne Nink ................................. Kingwood, Texas 
Patricia Marsh-Allen ................ Ocho Rios, Jamaica Donnalee E. Nottage .................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Claudia D. Martin ................ St. Catherine, Jamaica Marina Lizzeth Novas .............. Cape Coral, Florida 
Denise M. Martin ................................. Venus, Texas Andrea Patrice Nugent. ................ Miramar, Florida 
Kristine P. Martin ............. Pembroke Pines, Florida Gilda M. Nunez-Hervis .................... Miami, Florida 
Denise Martinez ..................... Coral Gables, Florida Craig J. Ober ........................ Winter Haven, Florida 
Gerardo G. Martinez ....................... Miami, Florida Frank Joseph O'Keefe ............. Boca Raton, Florida 
James Marzan ..................... Coconut Creek, Florida Ada F. Oliva ...................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Kevin P. McCabe .......................... Madison, Florida Charlotte R. Olsen .......... Keystone Heights, Florida 
Catherine Faye McCarthy .... Cocoa Beach, Florida Patricia L. O'NeiL ...................... Newberry, Florida 
Rex Alan McCarty .......................... Sunrise, Florida Lynn O'NeilL ....................... Sa/ety Harbor, Florida 
Garth Treglawn McDonald ......... Nassau, Bahamas Nancy A. O'Neill ........................ Bradenton, Florida 
Jason S. McGinnis ..... North Miami Beach, Florida Yuriko O'Rangers .......................... Sunrise, Florida 
Shamara Latoya McKenzie ......... Nassau, Bahamas Kenneth U. Osborne ....... Cayman Island, W. Indies 
Siran Arington McKenzie ........... Nassau, Bahamas 
OphelIia N. McKnight ............ Mississauga, Canada 




Rebecca L. Pai ............................ Plantation, Florida 
Allison N. Pajak ........... Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Nancy Kay Palmer ......................... Orlando, Florida 
Annette Barbara McSweeney ..... Nassau, Bahamas Keith E. Paniucki ..................... Tallahassee, Florida 
Karen L. Metz ..................... Coconut Creek, Florida Cheddy D. Parchment .................... Negril, Jamaica 
Althea Miller ................................. St. Ann, Jamaica Jasmin D. Paul ..................... Montego Bay, Jamaica 
Bridget Renee Miller ....................... Miami, Florida Dalia Maria Paz ............................... Miami, Florida 
Diarra Miller ................................ Nassau, Bahamas Vernita Patrice Pennerman ........ Nassau, Bahamas 
Jason A. Miller ............................... Hudson, Florida Martha A. Percial ...... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Jennifer L. Miller ............. Fort Campbell, Kentucky Susan Lynn Perry ........................... Valrico, Florida 
Marjorie A. Miller .......................... Sunrise, Florida Eduard H. Pettit.. .................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Valerie Griselda Miller ................ Nassau, Bahamas Annette M. Picconi ................... Alameda, California 
Joni Rowe Ming .......................... Kingston, Jamaica France M. Pierre .................... North Miami, Florida 
Mary J. Miranda ................... Miami Beach, Florida Guilford M. Pinder ...................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Roxanne N. Mitchell ..................... St. Ann, Jamaica 
Sylvia R. MitchelL ....................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Melanie Moorefield .... Green Cove Springs, Florida 
Marlon M. Morales .......................... Miami, Florida 





Carmeleta Pinnock ................. St. Thomas, Jamaica 
Kimberly L. Platt .................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Thomas Elliott Poldo .................... Margate, Florida 
Juan Porras ...................................... Colon, Panama 
Eric C. Purvis ................................. Hialeah, Florida 
Soundra Dee Morgan ................. Riverview, Florida Juan Francisco Quinones ............ St. Cloud, Florida 
Sally Ann Morris ...................... Cooper City, Florida Stephanie B. Rahming ................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Maria H. Morrison ....................... St. Ann, Jamaica Tyanna Michelle Rahming .......... Nassau, Bahamas 
Juliet C. Moss ............................... Nassau, Bahamas Robert Ryan Rapado ....................... Miami, Florida 
Margurita Moss ............................. Hialeah, Florida Stephen L. Rayle ............................ Orlando, Florida 
Sophia S. Moss ............................. Nassau, Bahamas Tabatha Reese ............................. Kingston, Jamaica 
Jasmin Ania Moss-Strachan ....... Nassau, Bahamas Oswald O. Reid ........................... Kingston, Jamaica 
Brenda M. Mount ............................ Tampa, Florida Debora A. Reitz ...................... Summerjield, Florida 
Alphonso Munroe ........................ Nassau, Bahamas Cheryl S. Rico ........................ Coral Springs, Florida 
Juanita Munroe ............................ Nassau, Bahamas Estela M. Rivero ............................... Miami, Florida 
Cedric Murray ........................... Lauderhill, Florida Chris B. Robere ........................ Vero Beach, Florida 
Cynthia Marie Murray .............. Lauderhill, Florida Heather D. Newman Roberts ..... Kingston, Jamaica 
Susan Heidi Nathanson ........ Coral Springs, Florida Eduardo Rodriguez ......................... Miami, Florida 
Stephanie M. Neal... ......................... Tampa, Florida Manuel D. Rodriguez ............ Miami Beach, Florida 
Evelyn Nealy .............................. Gainesville, Florida Oscar Olmos Rodriguez ................ Hialeah, Florida 
Walworth L. Neil ................. St. Catherine, Jamaica Aleta Rolle .................................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Robert E. Nelson ............................. Sunrise, Florida Claudia A. Rolle ........................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Samantha Nicole Newbold .......... Nassau, Bahamas Linda J. Rolle ............................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Linda W. Newcomb ....................... Orlando, Florida Sandra Rolle ................................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Cecilia E. Newry ........................... Nassau, Bahamas Sandra D. Rolle ............................ Nassau, Bahamas 
Roy D. Roma ....................... Wesley Chapel, Florida Alice A. Sugimoto ......... West Chester, Pennsylvania 
Brenda Marie Rose ...................... Nassau, Bahamas April J. Sullivan ................................. Ocala, Florida 
Ethel M. Rose ................................ St. Ann, Jamaica Tonya A. Sullivan ......................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Joan Rubie ................................... Kingston, Jamaica Barbara J. Symonette .................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Jacqueline Russell ....................... Kingston, Jamaica Rafael Tapanes .................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Diane M. Sacks .............................. Dunedin, Florida Ellsworth C. Taylor .................... Kingston, Jamaica 
lliana V. Salum-Evans .................. Miramar, Florida Ricardo Alexander Taylor .......... Nassau, Bahamas 
Hamid Samsam ........................ Cooper City, Florida Valerie Mullings Taylor ................. Sunrise, Florida 
Delores A. Samuels .............. Montego Bay, Jamaica Vanessa D. Taylor ........................ Nassau, Bahamas 
Ingrid Samuels ................... Westmoreland, Jamaica John P. Theilen, Jr ....................... Key West, Florida 
Jacqueline Santiago ......................... Miami, Florida Claudette M. Thomas .......... Montego Bay, Jamaica 
Daniel R. Santos ............................... Miami, Florida Henry L. Thomas ................................. Lutz, Florida 
Robert J. Santos .............................. Sunrise, Florida Cheryse Thompson ...................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Tricia S. Savariau .............. Bridgeport, Connecticut Opal A. Thompson ...................... Kingston, Jamaica 
Frances J. Schuster .................. Cooper City, Florida Andrea E. Thompson-Wood ...... Kingston, Jamaica 
Maegan P. Scott ............................ St. Ann, Jamaica Carolina Patricia Tobon ............ ...... Miami, Florida 
John W. Seidensticker ..................... Miami, Florida Nelly S. Trapani .............................. Sunrise, Florida 
Rohan Sewell ................................. St. Ann, Jamaica Paula Tripp .......................... St. Petersburg, Florida 
Kathy Sharp ................................ Palm Bay, Florida Sophia Marie Turner .................. Kingston, Jamaica 
Raymond C. Shaw ........................... Archer, Florida Althea E. M. Turnquest ............... Nassau, Bahamas 
Jeremy Walker Shearouse ........ Kissimmee, Florida Luz M. Ure ..................................... Orlando, Florida 
Renea Arletha Sherman .............. Nassau, Bahamas Julio C. Valdes .......... .................... Miramar, Florida 
Yolanda M. Shinhoster ............. Homestead, Florida Sheila M. VanAntwerp ............ Middleburg, Florida 
Kris A. Shortsleeve .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Nathaniel Veal III ............................ Miami, Florida 
Roberto J. Silva ................................ Miami, Florida Karina De La Caridad Venzal.. .... Hialeah, Florida 
Sharon Clarice Simmons ............. Nassau, Bahamas Nelson Villegas ................................. Miami, Florida 
Franklyn George Simms .............. St. Ann, Jamaica Edward Erskine Virgil .. .............. Nassau, Bahamas 
Darlene Sippio .................................. Miami, Florida William Vorhees .................................... Bell, Florida 
Grace M. Skeen ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida Garth Walker ............................ Stony Hill, Jamaica 
Anne M. Smith ............................. Nassau, Bahamas Michelle L. Walker ........... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Arlene Smith .................................... Osteen, Florida Necka E. Wells ............................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Davette Smith ......... ; ............. St. Talmouth, Jamaica Audrian A. White ........... North Lauderdale, Florida 
David Smith ................................. Kingston, Jamaica Lorraine White ......................... Lake Butler, Florida 
Debbie Lorraine Smith ................ Nassau, Bahamas Craig Denza Whylly .................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Eric Smith ............ ...................... Hawthorne, Florida Thomas J. Willi .................. Boynton Beach, Florida 
Tina L. Smith ............................ ... Nassau, Bahamas Claudette K. Williams .. Altamonte Springs, Florida 
Jamaal O. Solomon ...................... Nassau, Bahamas Elizabeth A. Williams .................... Orlando, Florida 
Melanie Elise Sperlein ............... Plantation, Florida Ingrid N. Williams ...................... Kingston, Jamaica 
Jonathan S. Spikes ........................... Miami, Florida Maresha C. Wallace ..................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Jamie Lauren Steinberg ................. Weston, Florida Mechele P. Williams ................... Kingston, Jamaica 
Christine Stephens ...................... Kingston, Jamaica Michelle Simone Wilmot .............. St. Ann, Jamaica 
Debra D. Stewart .................... Jacksonville, Florida Jessie Amanda Wilson ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Maxine Beckford Stewart ........... St. Anne, Jamaica Joy Lynel Wolansky .......................... Davie, Florida 
Jasmin A. Strachan ...................... Nassau, Bahamas Jean M. Woodbridge ......... Gaithersburg, Maryland 
Marjorie Inez Strachan .............. Kingston, Jamaica Daphne Maria Woods .................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Tad Michael Strong ................ Jacksonville, Florida Sharon Norma Yevenez ................... Miami, Florida 
Russell J. Suess ...................... Coral Springs, Florida Miguel A. Zamorano ....................... Miami, Florida 
SPORT AND WELLNESS STUDIES 
Freska Lionia Darlion ...... Deerfield Beach, Florida Brent Thomas Iten .................. ........... Davie, Florida 
Colette Rosemarie Dillon ......... Brooklyn, New York Leigh Nathaniel Silver ............ New York, New York 
Jona Biaggio Elisco .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Michelle Anne Wills .......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
SPORTS AND RECREATION 
Randall A. DesRocher ............... Plantation, Florida Matthew M. Morrissey .............. Bradenton, Florida 
Carol M. Douglas ............................. Miami, Florida Caridad I. Olivieri ......................... Hialeah, Florida 
Jona B. Elisco ................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Donald Scott Onorato ........... Coral Springs, Florida 
Ralph S. Gedeon ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Joseph Dominic Pokraka ................ Weston, Florida 
Bradley S. Gilliatt ................ Oak Ridge, New Jersey Jason T. Portman ....................... Plantation, Florida 
Brianne Jane Hickey ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Roger Roa II ............................... Plantation, Florida 
Meghanne M. Hickey ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida James F. Sessions .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Suzanne L. Mastrogiovanni ... Palm Beach, Florida Kevin Scott Streisfeld .............. Boca Raton, Florida 
Dennis Melendi ................................. Miami, Florida Jayne Hannah Sutherst ..................... Davie, Florida 
Michael Ryan Morris ......................... Davie, Florida Garrett Richard Weissbein ....... Plantation, Florida 
Ronald G. Assaf 
Howard J. Braverman 
Harry A. Gampel 
Linda L. Gill 
Norma Horvitz 
H. Wayne Huizenga 
Royal F. Jonas 
Milton Jones 
Lori Baumwell 
Andrew J. DiBattista 
Hamilton C. Forman 
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Chair 
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President 
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The following members of the Nova Southeastern University community 
are sharing their musical talents with us today: 
Anthony Church, flute; Aaron Irwin, Juan Turron, Xaview Perez, reeds; Seth Merlin, Maria Kluttz, Milton Joselyn, 
trumpet; Kelly Kirkpatrick, Kelly Shepard, Ron Gilbert, Ron Faircloth, horn; Dave Bayardelle, Phil Rodell, Drew 
Gardner, trombone; Dominic Church, tuba; Elvis Anico, percussion; Brad Jimenez, baritone; Rich Otero, Andrew 
Koussevitzky, drums; Ray Donato, tympani; Christine Jackson, Judy Shulman, Jonathan Hoyt Goode, keyboards; 
Helena Randel, Johann Bast, violin; Linc Lackey, string bass; Mark Cavanaugh, conductor, arranger. 
Special appreciation is extended to 
Ada Christie, Diane Gannott, Helen Murray for coordinating commencement events 
Mark Cavanaugh for coordinating, orchestrating, and directing today's commencement ensemble 
Ada Christie, Kelly Ferguson and Elaine Poff for coordinating commencement and the program design 
Chip Bowenfor announcing the graduating candidates 
Maria Kluttz for musical assistance 
Mitzi Glazer, Nationwide Interpreter Resource, Inc., for her sign language interpretation of 
the ceremony 
Nova Books' staff 
Nova Southeastern University's Physical Plant staff 
Nova Southeastern University's Presidential Knights 
Nova Southeastern University's support staff 
ACADEMIC ATTIRE 
Ceremonial garments worn at academic functions take their meaning from the original centers of learning of the 
western world in the church of the Middle Ages. Caps, hoods, and gowns of the early students and monks have been 
held through the centuries to be traditionally symbolic of the scholarly devotion so basic to education and to the 
deliberate and orderly evolution of knowledge. 
The introduction of classical studies, the gradual rise of the great universities across Europe, and the ever-increasing 
awareness of the decisive role of education in the entire development of civilization influenced leaders among 
academicians in their desire for a singular identity . In the attempt to create this differentiation, educators fell upon the 
medieval system of classic heraldry, whereby the coat of arms, assorted ornamental trappings, and patterns of colorful 
design had been adopted to denote the distinctive character of designated chivalric orders. The function of pedagogical 
heraldry became, then, simply identification. As such, measures were taken to signify through distinctive markings on 
the academician's attire the institution that had granted the degree, the field of learning in which the degree had been 
earned, and the level of the degree--bachelor's, master's, or doctorate. 
Of the three pieces of academic attire-the cap, the gown, and the hood-it is the hood that offers the most abundant 
and most readily discernable information about its owner. The inner lining of the hood identifies the institution at 
which the individual earned the degree. Some schools have adopted two-color patterns and introduced chevrons and 
bars in various designs to set themselves apart from other institutions. The velvet trim bordering the hood indicates the 
major field of learning, or faculty, in which the degree has been earned. The list at the conclusion of this section will 
explain this relationship. A final feature of the hood concerns its length and width and distinguishes further between 
holders of bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees. The length of the hood for the bachelor's degree is three feet, 
closed at the bottom, and the velvet border is two inches. At Nova Southeastern University, individuals receiving a 
bachelor's degree do not wear a hood. A master's degree holder has a hood three and one-half feet in length with a 
three-inch wide border, and is slit at the bottom. Those individuals with a doctoral degree wear a hood four feet in 
length, open at the bottom, with a five-inch border. The gown is usually black in color, but some American 
universities have adopted distinctive colors for their robes. 
The cut of the gown aids in differentiating between the three levels of degrees. The bachelor's gown is relatively 
simple and falls in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. It may be recognized most readily by the long, pointed 
sleeves. The master's gown is somewhat fuller and bears no adornment. The sleeves are oblong in shape and open at 
the wrist, with the rear part of the oblong square cut while the front edge has a cutaway arc. The doctorate's gown is 
more elaborate, with velvet panels down the front and around the neck of the garment. The sleeves are bell-shaped at 
the end and have three bars of the same material as the front panels at the upper portion of the arm. It is cut rather 
fully and may be ornamental in color. 
The mortarboard or Oxford-type cap has been adopted throughout most universities in the United States, although 
tams have become increasingly fashionable to denote holders of the doctoral degree. Holders of the bachelor's and 
master's degrees usually wear colored tassels. These denote the field of learning. 
The color, indeed the flamboyance, of academic dress undoubtedly adds to the sense of occasion at academic 
ceremonies. But as its historical roots show, it has a much deeper significance. It is an outward sign of the universality 
of universities, of their responsibility for certain timeless values essential to the freedom of inquiry: tolerance of 
alternative views and courage in maintaining ones own tirelessness in the pursuit of truth and the free exchange of 
knowledge. It marks also the responsibility of the new graduate to maintain and uphold these ideals. These 
fundamentals of academic freedom have not been threatened in this country for more than 200 years, but the 
importance attached to the wearing of traditional academic dress was underlined in recent years by scholars from 
Central and Eastern Europe; during the Cold War, their wearing of academic robes became a symbol of their refusal 
to be dominated completely by political forces and the state, and of their persistent links to the worldwide community 
of scholars. Thus, the wearing of academic dress should be seen not simply as a sign of achievement , but as a symbol 
of the responsibility that falls on all members of universities . 
Honors : members of Alpha Chi National Honor Scholarship Society wear honor medallions attached 
to a blue and green ribbon. 
Violet and Jade cords are worn by members of Kappa Delta Pi Honor Society in Education. 
PROCESSIONAL BANNERS (GONFALONS) 
The gonfalon, a banner that hangs from a crosspiece or frame, originated in the medieval republics of Italy as an 
ensign of state or office . Gonfalons have been adopted in many universities around the world as college or institutional 
insignias, and many use them to identify and lead colleges and schools within the university in academic procession. 
The gonfalons represent the university and the various academic schools, colleges, and centers of Nova Southeastern 
University . 
The lower half of the gonfalon consists of the university insignia in various permutations . On the upper half is the 
name of a particular academic area of the university, along with a diagonal stripe in the color of that academic area's 
principal discipline. 
AGRICULTURE . .. .. .... . .. .. . ..... . ...... ...... Maize 
ARCHITECTURE . . .. . . ..... . . ..... .. . .. . .. Blue Violet 
ARTS, LETTERS, HUMANITIES ... ... . ........ White 
ACCOUNTANCY, BUSINESS . .......... . . ...... Drab 
DENTISTRy .. ... ... . . . .... ......... .............. Lilac 
ECONOMICS ... .. . . .. .. ...... ....... . . ... ... ... Copper 
EDUCATION . . ..... ...... ..... . . .. .. ... .... Light Blue 
ENGINEERING ... . .. .... ... .. . . . ... . .......... Orange 
FINE ARTS ........ ..... .. . . ... . . .. . . .. . .... . ... Brown 
FORESTRY ... .. ....... .... ..... . ... . ...... . .. ... Russet 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ...... . .. . ... .. . Sage Green 
PODIATRy-CHIROPODy . ..... . . . .. .. . . .. Nile Green 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION , 
INCLUDING FOREIGN SERVICE .. . .. Peacock Blue 
JOURNALISM . . . . ..... . .... . . ... . . ... . . ..... . Crimson 
LAW . . . .. .... .. ... .. .... . .. . .. .... . ... . . . . ... . .. Purple 
LIBRARY SCIENCE . . . . ... ... ..... . .... . . . . . . . . Lemon 
MEDICINE .. .. .. . . ... . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . Green 
MUSIC ... . ..... . . .... . . .... . . .. ·· · ···· ··· · · ·· · ·· · ·· Pink 
NURSING .. ..... .. . ..... ... . . . . . . ...... . . . .. . .. Apricot 
OPTOMETRY .. .... ... . .. .. .. ... . ... Sea Foam Green 
ORATORY (SPEECH) . . .... . .. . .. . . . . . ... Silver Gray 
PHARMACY ... .. . .... . .. . . ... ...... . .. .. Olive Green 
PHILOSOPHY .... .. . . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... ... ... Dark Blue 
SOCIAL SCIENCE .. .. ... . .. . .... . . . . .... .... . .. Cream 
SOCIAL WORK . . . . . . . . . . ...... .... . . . . .. . . .. .. Citron 
THEOLOGY ... . . .... .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . ... Scarlet 
VETERINARY SCIENCE ......... .. . .. . .. . . ... .. . Gray 
PUBLIC HEALTH . .. .... . . . . ... . . .. . .... Salmon Pink 
SCIENCE . .. ..... .. . . . ... .. . .. ... . .. . .. Golden Yellow 
MACE 
During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle and also was displayed as a symbol to command 
order during royal gatherings , religious ceremonies, and university classes . As newer and more powerful military 
arms were created, however, the mace progressed into a symbol of authority and today is frequently used to lead 
religious and academic processions . 
The mace was originally a wooden staff carried by royal messengers as a symbol to preserve order and usher royal 
functions . The early wooden staff of such royal messengers or lead ushers of ceremonial processions was transformed 
in the 14th century, into an elaborate sterling silver mace . Eventually, in the 15th century, it evolved into a symbol of 
academic excellence and dignity. 
THE NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY MACE 
Before its merger in 1994 with Southeastern University of the Health Sciences, Nova University's mace bore a sterling 
silver "nova star," symbolizing the university's name and mission. Symbolically, Nova University's "nova star" 
burned brightly, providing educational enlightenment to the world. Today, a new sterling silver mace highlights the 
past, present, and future through the inclusion of the original "nova star," representing the university's past, 
surrounding the NSU seal. When not in official use, the mace is displayed in the rotunda of the William and Norma 
Horvitz Administration Building. 
In Latin, nova means new or innovative. Nova Southeastern University was created to be an innovative educational 
institution--to take the best of traditional education from the past and mold it to fit the needs of students for today 
and tomorrow. 
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NOTE: The appearance of a name on this program should not be interpreted as evidence of 
graduation. The student's permanent record, on file in the Office of the University Registrar, 
remains the official testimony of the possession of a Nova Southeastern University degree. 

